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Comedy/Plays
dvd-Smile Orange

DVD Oliver sarge in charge Vol. 1

DVD Oliver at large vol 4

dvd Obeah Wedding

one of Jamaica best classic movie & comedy

for some of the best in jamaica comedy and laughter

$23.95

$22.95

$24.95

$22.95

dvd Oliver at large VOL1

dvd Oliver Samuel front room

DVD Oliver at large vol 3

dvd Maa-ma Man

One of Jamaica Top Comedy

Jamaican Comedy

$23.95

$23.95

Jamaica Comedy, for some of the best laughter and
fun

dvd-let-off-something

dvd Oliver Samuel a who a di don

DVD - Pasa Pasa - Comedy

$22.95

$23.95

***** want a good laugh ** it on here :)

$22.95

DVD - JAMAICA Pasa Pasa Comedy

$23.95

$22.95

DVD - Deportee - Comedy

DVD - Lunatic - Comedy

DVD - Father Like Son - Comedy

DVD - Ity & Fancy Cat - Comedy

$22.95

$22.95

$22.95

$22.95

DVD - Puppy Love - Comedy

DVD - Higglers - Comedy
$23.95

DVD - Brother Desmond Comedy

DVD - Ring Ding - Miss Lue

$22.95

$26.95

$22.95

DVD - Hoodini - Comedy

DVD - Foreign - Comedy

$22.95

$22.95

DVD - Ants Ina You Milk Comedy

DVD - It A Dancehall Thing Comedy

$22.95

$22.95

dvd Bob Marley Legend 1

DVD's
dvd Bob Maley and the Wailers
Live

dvd Bob Marley Catch a Fire
* LEGION IN HIS ELEMENT **

dvd Bob Marley Heartland
Reggae

$36.95

$23.95

$23.95

dvd Biblical Women

dvd Biblical Adam and Eve

dvd Biblical Early Years of Jesus

dvd Lost Biblical Treasures

was mary magdalene a saint or sinner and was there a
miracle at fatima? ...

have we found the garden of eden? ...

was the miracle of christmas true? ...

has the holy grail been found? ...

$22.95

$22.95

$22.95

dvd Biblical Rapture

dvd Secreat of the Vatican

DVD African Holocaust Vol. 2

$22.95

*** hidden stuff that everyone should know ***

African Holocaust 2
the struggle for the African mind! brother nomo x
presents: a shocking and uncompromising insight into
the brutal truth of the middle passage, which led to the
greatest loss of life through the process of genocide
ever known to the world. ...

dvd Amazing Mysteries Ancient
Prophets

$22.95

$23.95

$0.00

**** tell the stories of the Prophets **

$22.95

$23.95

dvd Amazing Mysteries Ark of the
Covenant

dvd Amazing Mysteries Dinosaur
Extinction

dvd Amazing Mysteries Egyptian
Pyramids

$22.95

$22.95

$22.95

dvd Black Hair

dvd Bob Marley Rebel Music

$22.95

$38.95

dvd Bob Marley Spiritual Journey
1
$32.95

dvd Biblical Testament Mysteries
$22.95

dvd Coping with Babylon
$24.95
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dvd Countryman

dvd Healing Begins in the Mind

dvd him Lion of Judah

dvd HIM Lion of Judah Rise

Countryman One of Jamaica Classic movie
countryman - bobby and beau crash their borrowed
airplane inna Jamaican swamp. they are rescued by
countryman, a simple fisherman with mystical powers,
who protects them from the power-hungry colonel
Sinclair...

$22.95

$23.95

** MORE ON H.I.M.
the dvd ***

the message and history is on

$23.95

$24.95

dvd him Meets the Press

dvd him Visit to Jamaica

dvd him World Tour

dvd him Year of the Creator

$23.95

$23.95

$23.95

$23.95

dvd Illuminazi 911

dvd - Life and Dept Documentary

dvd Malcom x 1962 Interview

dvd Malcom x 1963 Interview

$23.95

$23.95

$22.95

"Life and Debt" is a searing documentary that
examines the ways that policies of the International
Monetary Fund (I.M.F.), the World Bank, and other aid
organizations have changed the Jamaican economy
over the past 25 years
******* EVERY JAMAICAN MUST SEE AND HAVE A
COPY OF THIS DVD **

$32.95

DVD - Malcom X - Make it Plain

DVD - Marcus Garvey

dvd portraits of jamaican music

dvd- Queen Omega Rising

A documentary of history you must see

THE HISTORY OF Marcus Garvey

If you are a music and want to know the true History of
some of the best singer this is the dvd to get . A 52
minute film by Pierre Marc Simonin (Original English
version and French version) with full colour 16 page
booklet. With over an hour of bonus material including
live footage of Israel Vibration, Toots & The Maytals,
Ziggy Marley, U Roy, Yellow Man, Gregory Isaacs,
Dennis Brown, Jamaica All Stars, Pepper Mento Band,
and special moments with Lee Scratch Perry inside the
famous Black Ark studio! This beautifully produced
documentary gives the viewer a complete history of
Jamaican music and illustrates clearly the enormous
influence that this tiny island has had on the
development of R&B, Soul, hip hop, rap, and techno
music. The producer explores the roots of ska, mento,
rock-steady, reggae, dub music, dancehall and
hardcore dancehall (also called ragga) over the last
forty years. The film takes you to the streets and slums
of Kingston to witness the emergence of a rich, varied
musical culture who's trunk is Reggae music and who's
branches extend around the world. New interviews with
all the greatest names in Jamaican music is brilliantly
interspersed with backward glances through historical
footage. Take an intimate journey down memory lane
with Johnny Moore and The Skatalites, Toots & the
Maytals, Bunny Wailer, Justin Hinds, Bunny Lee, Lee
Scratch Perry. These privileged moments are
complemented with rare TV archive material such as
an eighteen year old Jimmy Cliff dancing the ska in
1962! And lots of other fabulous stuff that will delight
and educate! You might also want to check out the
fantastic Jamaica All Stars CD 'Right Tracks', one of
the best Reggae discs I have ever heard!

Tell the story of LIFE BEING A RASTA WOMAN

$23.95
A people without the knowledge of their
past history, origin and culture is like a
tree without roots.

If you have no confidence in self, you
are twice defeated in the race of life.

Liberate the minds of men and
ultimately you will liberate the bodies of
men.

$22.95

$28.95
$26.95

DVD - Red X Stepping Razor

dvd return to shashamanie

dvd roaring lion

dvd rockers

THE LIFE OF PETER TOSH a must see dvd of the
Mystic man .
peter tosh stepping razor: red x - reggae artist,
Jamaican folk hero, prophet, political radical, peter
tosh's life was a volatile as his death in 1987. stepping
razor: red X chronicles the tosh story from his youth
through to his stormy career with the wailers to a
brilliant solo career and ultimately, his tragic murder.
using new and archival interviews and rare concert
footage, director Nicholas Campbell captures the
essence of the legend that was peter tosh.

$22.95

$24.95

rockers - a story about the life of a struggling reggae
musician who is trying to make a living in the city in
jamaica and how he gets about it. you will be
entertained by several moments of live performances
by well known reggae groups. (many well known
reggae musicians are acting in this movie.) ENJOY!!!

$26.50

dvd roots rock reggae
THE CD speaks for its self

$24.95

$24.50
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dvd - Yardie - Documentary

DVD - Bob Marley - Africa Unite

dvd Bob Marley - MARLEY

*** A documentary about how a group of Jamaican
come to be known as " DON "

"A MUST SEE" CONCERT WITH SOME TOUCHING
RASTA FOOTAGE AND INTERVIEWS .

ONE OF THE BEST MARLEY DOCUMENTARY , GOT
TO HAVE THIS IN YOUR COLLECTION . IT ONE OF
THE BEST

CHECK OUT THE FILM ***

AFRICA UNITE is a singular and masterfully executed
film that is at once concert tribute, Marley family
travelogue, and humanitarian documentary, igniting the
screen with the spirit of world renowned reggae icon
BOB MARLEY in its every frame. In commemoration of
Bob’s 60th birthday, Africa Unite is centered on the
Marleys’ first time ever family trip to Ethiopia in 2005.
Includes rare archival footage of world renowned
reggae icon Bob Marley. There in the capital city of
Addis Ababa three generations of Marleys take part in
a 12 hour concert like no other, attended by more than
300,000 people from around the world, with the
ultimate purpose of inspiring the young generations of
Africa to unite for the future of their continent. Features
exuberant on stage spots as well as a soundtrack
brimming with Bob Marley studio classics

$23.95

$28.95

$28.95
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DVD - the Harder They Come Jimmy Cliff
ONE OF THE BEST FILM TO SEE ABOUT THE
MUSIC AND HISTORY AND STRUGGLE SOME GO
TROUGH TO MAKE IT . A must see film.
Jamaican filmmaker Perry Henzell made reggae an
integral player in his gritty 1973 saga of a renegade
Kingston singer who becomes a modern Robin Hood,
casting one of the style's earliest stars, Jimmy Cliff, in
the lead, and filling this soundtrack--here presented in
a remastered version--with classics from Toots & the
Maytals ("Pressure Drop," "Sweet and Dandy"),
Desmond Dekker ("Shanty Town"), the Melodians
("Rivers of Babylon"), and the Slickers ("Johnny Too
Bad"). Cliff himself gets pole position, however, getting
in the first ("You Can Get It If You Really Want") and
last ("The Harder They Come") words in this first-rate
reggae primer, which also features Cliff's enduring
"Many Rivers to Cross.
SOUND TRACK FROM THE MOVIE

1. You Can Get It If You Really Want Jimmy Cliff

2. Draw Your Brakes - Scotty

3. Rivers Of Babylon - The Melodians

4. Too Many Rivers To Cross - Jimmy
Cliff

5. Sweet And Dandy - The Maytals

6. The Harder They Come - Jimmy
Cliff

7. Johnny Too Bad - The Slickers

8. 007 (Shanty Town) - Desmond
Dekker

9. Pressure Drop - The Maytals

10. Sitting In Limbo - Jimmy Cliff

11. You Can Get It If You Really Want
- Jimmy Cliff

12. The Harder They Come - Jimmy
Cliff

$28.95

dvd-bashment granny
$22.95

dvd - Rent A Rasta Documentary
About 80,000 women flock to Jamaica every year,
many for more than its sunny beaches. This
provocative documentary examines the island's sex
tourism, as women from around the world come to get
their groove back. The film also delves into the
Rastafarian faith, distinguishing island playboys from
the real-life Rastas. This film is about cultural
misunderstandings and socioeconomic inequities
amplifies voices not often heard. PLS. NOTE THESE
ARE NOT RASTA BUT play boys DREADS

$22.95

dvd-Bashment
THIS IS A MUST SEE DVD, there is a " FORK IN THE
ROAD"

$23.95
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dvd-Dance Hall Qween

dvd-Third World Cop

dvd-OneLove

DVD -Shatta

EVERY woman should see this film. Very inspiring ,
show one no matter where you come from that matter
but where you are going .

one of Jamaica great movie from the heart of the ghetto
, a must add to your collection

A LOVE STORY ABOUT A CHRISTIAN GIRL
FALLING IN LOVE WITH A RASTA MAN . love have
no boundaries. A great movie to see.

A Jamaica movie , This dvd show you that crime dont
pay. Fr the heart of the ghetto of Jamaica to the the
USA, entice by drugs and money .

$23.95

$24.95

dvd-Smile Orange

DVD-Rude Boy - Movie

one of Jamaica best classic movie & comedy

Movie about the life of a Jamaican rude boy

$24.95

$23.95

DVD Sizla Blazing Fire

DVD - Bob Marley - Exodus

dvd Bob Marley SOF

dvd sizzla blazing fire
on November 10th 2002, the ultimate reggae
experience took place. blazing the fire, a john shop
records' production, set musical fire to the palladium.
this spellbinding extravaganza featured performances
by some of reggae's most outstanding luminaries.
among them: Sizzla, Anthony b, Yami Bolo, determine,
dawn Penn and Ras Shiloh ...

*** MOVEMENT OF JAH PEOPLE **

One of Bob Marley best BOX SET with 4 of the best
compilation of cd . original also come with a book with
history and pictures

$23.95

dvd-Ghett A Life
A movie shot in Mansfield Heights (Forkland), Ocho
Rios, St. Ann, Jamaica.This movie illustrates the day to
day life of a ghetto youth and the issues which
negatively affect the Jamaican ghetto.

$23.95

$23.95

dvd-Out The Gate - Jamaica
movie
About the struggle of a Jamaican singer trying to make
it, but fantasy can cause one to make and do things
that needed to be considered
After a turn of unfortunate events in Jamaica, Everton
leaves his home to make it big in the music business in
America. Everything is not a bed of roses in
Hollywood, but with struggles and perseverance he
finds love and success, only to have it all threatened
when the Don of LA (Paul Campbell) wants his dues.
Authentic Jamaican Film

$24.95

DVD-The One Love PEACE
Concert Kingston
THIS IS A MUST SEE DVD ABOUT THE ONE LOVE
PEACE CONCERT WITH THE POLITICAL LEADER
WHO HAVE COME TOGETHER TO MAKE A
CHANGE TO THE COUNTRY OF JAMAICA, AFTER
BOB MARLEY WAS SHOT . ONE OF THE MOST
HISTORIC CONCERT . a MUST SEE.

$28.95

dvd Bob Marley live concert SB
one of Bob Marley live concert in California , maybe you
or a family was there :)

$24.95

$26.95

$54.95

$38.95

DVD- Bob Marley reggaesunsplash-2
a concert to see, one of the original reggae sun splash
concert in Jamaica

dvd him Coronation

dvd-him-the-lion-the-cross

This dvd tell of the Coronation of HIM

$23.95

$23.95

$22.95

DVD Bob Marley Land Of Look
Behind

dvd Bob Marley Legend Rock

dvd Anthony B

dvd Junior Kelly live

Legion in is element "

One of Jamaica original Dance Hall Roots DJ

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

dvd Elephant Man - Best of

DVD - Zeitgeist

DVD - Zeitgeist 2

DVD Oliver sarge in charge Vol. 1

$24.95

*** A dvd EVERYONE must see **

a series of event and realistic reality that must be seen

for some of the best in jamaica comedy and laughter

$26.95

$28.50

$22.95

dvd Maa-ma Man

dvd Obeah Wedding

dvd Oliver at large VOL1

dvd Oliver at large vol 2

Jamaica Comedy, for some of the best laughter and
fun

$22.95

This is a must see dvd , it give the history of the music
and culture and livity of not only the rastafaria, but the
entire culture from Independence to present time

$23.95

$23.95

$22.95

DVD Oliver at large vol 3

DVD Oliver at large vol 4

dvd-let-off-something

dvd Oliver Samuel front room

Jamaican Comedy

$23.95

$22.95

One of Jamaica Top Comedy

$23.95

$23.95

dvd Oliver Samuel a who a di don

DVD - Reggae Bash Ventage

$23.95

$23.95

dvd Elephant Man - Monster of
Dancehall
music

$24.95
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DVD -Glory To Gloriana.
A True story about a Jamaican Lady Who come from
an abuse relationship to become one of the first to own
and operate an hotel an inspirational movie to see ,
This is a must see Jamaican movie, especially for the
Jamaican female population,or for any woman who has
worked hard to gain her independence despite life
trials.A movie that reminds us of the trials that
Jamaican women have to endure in her relationship or
within our culture for that matter. It is a movie that can
remind the Jamaican male to honor his Jamaican
women for our determination to be that mother, wife,
lover, friend,and family.

$24.95

dvd Invisible Children
** THIS TELL THE STORY OF HOW CHILDREN
ARE BEEN EXPLOITED **

$24.95

DVD - Paul Bogle History of
Jamaica National Hero
Paul Bogle is one of Jamaica national hero who help
in the freedom and emancipation of slavery in
Jamaica . you can also find a dvd documentary on his
life on our dvd page

DVD - Don Carlos
Experience the roots of a legion

$22.95

DVD Invisible Children Documentary
THE children is our future treat them well and let them
lead the way , show them all the beauty they have . A
must see DVD, ""

$23.95

Paul Bogle, it is believed, was born free about 1822. He
was a Baptist deacon in Stony Gut, a few miles north
of Morant Bay, and was eligible to vote at a time when
there were only 104 voters in the parish of St. Thomas.
He was a firm political supporter of George William
Gordon.
Poverty and injustice in the society and lack of public
confidence in the central authority, urged Bogle to lead
a protest march to the Morant Bay courthouse on
October 11, 1865.

$26.95

DVD African Holocaust vol.1
African Holocaust 1
a shocking and uncompromising insight into the brutal
truth of the middle passage, which led to the greatest
loss of life through the process of genocide ever known
to the world.

DVD Rastafari Voice - Roaring
lion

DVD Runaway Slave

DVD Journey Of A Lion

dvd runaway slave
Jessie jendah chronicles his journey,
from southern Africa, to the bobo hill in
st Thomas Jamaica. the survival of
blacks in south Africa is highlighted
from the slums of cape town, to the
highly sophisticated market street in
Botswana. .. this video portrays the
existence of Rastafarians in Botswana
to the levity of bobo shanti in bobo hill.

Brother Howie is a Jamaican Rastifari
who dreams of the land of his
ancestors: Africa. On a journey in
search of his roots and his identity he
travels through three continents and with great humor and sensitivity discovers the world...and Africa.

$23.95

dvd rastafari voices
known to have been established by
empress tayltu at turn of the 18th
century, Addis Ababa is undoubtedly
one of the oldest capitals in Africa. in its
almost six score years, Addis rose from
a sprawling city to a 21st century
majestic African capital. it is home to
the remains of denkinesh (lucy), our
(yes! you and i and everyone else's)
oldest known human ancestor. ...
$24.95

$22.95

$22.95
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DVD - Jamaica music & Soul
The Journey of the Lion, is a Jamaican Rastafarian
who lives an impoverished existence with his two
children in a shack on the outskirts of Kingston.
Disgusted with modern civilization, Brother Howie, as
he is known, dreams of repatriation in Africa. Out of the
blue one day, he receives a letter from the sister he
hasn’t seen in 30 years inviting him to visit her in
London. Leaving Jamaica for the first time in this life,
he embarks on a journey that takes him to England
and eventually to Egypt and Ghana. In the final scene
of this eloquently simple film, Brother Howie stands on
the remains of a coastal fortress and reflects on his
ancestors who were carried off as slaves…

DVD - Cop & Badman

DVD - Man of The Millennium Emperor Haile Selassie I
$24.95

$23.95

DVD - Rocker
******* A must have to add to your collection and
memory . **** this dvd have so much of reggae
ICONS.

$24.95

$26.95

DVD - Devels Advocate .

DVD - Battle Of Adwa

DVD - LALIBELA - Documentary

**** Reasoning on the life and words of H.I.M.
Selassie ***

The battle of Adwa of 1 March 1896 was a stunning
victory for Ethiopia but a rout and a disaster for Italy.
Adwa – the story of Africans seeing to their own
freedom – played out against a background of almost
unrelenting European expansion into Africa. The
success of Ethiopia’s forces assured that Ethiopia
would be the only African country successfully to resist
European colonization before 1914. It also resonated
powerfully in post-Emancipation America where
hierarchies of race and ethnicity were only beginning a
process of challenge and renegotiation. Italian interest
in East Africa dates from 1869, when the opening of
the Suez Canal transformed the commercial and
strategic significance of the Red Sea coast. An official
Italian presence didn’t begin until they established
themselves at the Red Sea port of Massawa in 1885,
after which the Italians began to move up into what are
now the Eritrean highlands. Ethiopian commanders
sought to halt the Italian advance, with some notable
successes, but the Italians artfully played on rivalries
among Ethiopian leaders. By 1890, the Italians had
secured control over a significant territory west and
south of Massawa; they announced the creation of the
colony of Eritrea, with a capital at Asmara.

Ethiopia is home to one of the oldest
Christian churches in the world, dating
back to the early fourth century. The
Ethiopian Orthodox Church used to be a
part of Egypt's Coptic Church, but
established its own patriarch in 1959.
Today, nearly two thirds of the East
African country's population is Christian,
with most belonging to the Orthodox
Church.

$23.95

$24.95

DVD - Ethiopia
Ethiopia, in the Horn of Africa, is a rugged, landlocked
country split by the Great Rift Valley. With
archaeological finds dating back more than 3 million
years, it’s a place of ancient culture. Among its
important sites are Lalibela with its rock-cut Christian
churches from the 12th–13th centuries. Aksum is the
ruins of an ancient city with obelisks, tombs, castles
and Our Lady Mary of Zion church.

$23.95

Nowhere does the spirituality of the
church's followers echo louder than in
Lalibela. The town is brimming with
devotion; throughout the churches'
compound, you'll find worshipers
leaning against the structures, kissing
the age-old rock walls, praying quietly
or reading religious texts.
$24.95

DVD - The Story Of Jamaica
Music
******* THE MESSAGE IS IN THE DVD ***** IF YOU
LOVE JAMAICA MUSIC AND IT RICH HISTORY YOU
HAVE TO HAVE THIS DVD
www.earthcultureroots.com

$26.95

DVD - The Giant Nile

DVD - Gifted Land - ETHIOPIA

The Nile is one of the most famous rivers in the world.
Located in North Africa, it flows through 11 countries,
including Kenya, Congo, Sudan, Uganda, and Egypt,
before it eventually drains into the Mediterranean Sea.

$24.95

DVD - Blood & Fire . Vol# 1
BLOOD AND FIRE - Jamaica's Political History
A documentary celebrating Jamaica's year of
independence. "As Jamaica celebrates iT,
independence THIS documentary is one of the most
informative that show some of Jamaica rich culture
and way of life. It is a must see and one to show our
younger generation for them to know there true roots .

The northern section of the river flows through an area
which is almost entirely desert, providing fertility and a
source of water. Egypt has relied on the Nile since
ancient times, with most of the population living along
the riverbanks or nearby.

$24.95

The most important thing the Nile provided to
the Ancient Egyptians was fertile land. Most
of Egypt is desert, but along the Nile River the soil is
rich and good for growing crops. The three most
important crops were wheat, flax, and papyrus. Wheat
- Wheat was the main staple food of theEgyptians.

$23.95

DVD - Blood & Fire vol# 2

DVD - Cosmic Slop

DVD - Ladies Night Out -

DVD - Rough Neck

$24.95

Three -Twilight Zonetwi- inspired vignettes address the
plight of America's minorities. In Part I, a conservative
African American politician must decide whether the
survival of his race or the appeasement of White
people is more important when aliens demand all of the
Earth's Black people in exchange for priceless
knowledge. Part II sees a Latino priest make some
discoveries about the latent cultural origins of Western
religion when the Virgin Mary appears in an inner-city
housing project. In Part III, an African American couple
discovers the identity of the "real" enemy as the Black
Revolution gathers full force.

$23.95

The only thing standing in the way of his future is his
pass. In the Bronx, late one night in a seedy motel, the
plan of reluctant gangsta and aspiring reggae singer
Ruddy Gayle (aka "Roughneck" a first generation
Jamaican-American) to escape a savage cycle of
drugs and violence goes disastrously awry, ending in
several deaths, including those of his fiance, Elizabeth
and his friend Barry. Cut to three years later: Ruddy
going by his own name, cleaned up and totally focused
on the one thing he loves most, his music. He drives a
cab by day and practices and performs with his band
at night. One day however, an encounter with cronies
from his old days - the ruthless and powerful drug lord,
Joe-the-Boss; the deadly enforcer, Rudeboy; and the
voluptuous, but vicious Nitti, set in motion a deadly
chain of events as the dark forces of Ruddy's pass try
to drag him back into the vortex of easy money, sex
and drugs and death.

$24.95

$23.95
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DVD - Hot Head

DVD - Only Love Knows

**** life of a Jamaican Hot Head Youth ***

$24.95

DVD ELEPHANTMAN - Direct Fr
Jamaica
** TWO CD WITH LOTS OF ENERGY *** If you
know anything about Elephant man you will know what
the energy means

$23.95

DVD - Pasa Pasa - Comedy
***** want a good laugh ** it on here :)

$23.95

$32.95

DVD - JAMAICA Pasa Pasa Comedy

DVD - Deportee - Comedy

DVD - Lunatic - Comedy

DVD - Father Like Son - Comedy

$22.95

$22.95

$22.95

DVD - Ity & Fancy Cat - Comedy

DVD - Puppy Love - Comedy

DVD - Higglers - Comedy

$22.95

$22.95

$23.95

DVD - Brother Desmond Comedy

$22.95

$22.95

DVD - Ring Ding - Miss Lue

DVD - Hoodini - Comedy

DVD - Foreign - Comedy

$26.95

$22.95

$22.95

DVD - Ants Ina You Milk Comedy
$22.95

DVD - It A Dancehall Thing Comedy

DVD - H2O worker Documentary

DVD - Ring Of Power Documentary

$22.95

A fascinating exposé of Florida’s sugar cane industry
guest worker program Winner of the Grand Jury prize
at the Sundance Film Festival, H-2 WORKER reveals
the systematic exploitation of Caribbean laborers by
the Florida sugar industry from World War II through
the 1990s. Each year more than 10,000 foreign
workers were granted temporary guest worker (“H-2”)
visas to spend six brutal months cutting sugar cane
near Lake Okeechobee. They were housed in
overcrowded barracks, denied adequate treatment for
frequent on-the-job injuries, and paid less than
minimum wage. Faced with deportation and soaring
unemployment in their home countries, workers had
little recourse but to silently accept these deplorable
conditions.

$28.95

DVD - Prophecy Of Israel
Beginning over 3,000 years ago this amazing program
recounts and examines both the fulfilled and unfulfilled
Biblical prophecies regarding the land of Zion. From the
reigns of King David and King Solomon, up to the
present day, this indepth DVD dramatically weaves the
details of the Holy land's historical journey into the
revelations that are occurring today in Modern Israel.

$24.95

$26.95

DVD - Maurice Bishop Documentery
$24.95

DVD - 7UP In South Africa

7Up South
Africa

DVD - Amandla - South Africa

DVD - Better Sex Work Out

$23.95

Combining elements of yoga, Pilates, and martial arts,
the routine increases stamina while improving the
body's balance, grace, and elasticity, and aligns mind
and body to create the capacity for heightened sensual
experience

$24.95

In 1992 apartheid
South Africa, we
met 20 lively
seven-year-olds.
We follow them
every seven years
in times of change.
********* History to know about *********
$23.95

DVD - Blood diamond Documentary

DVD - Trial Of Henry Kissinger Documentary

$28.95

$26.95

DVD - Fedel - Documentary
$24.95
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DVD - Dennis Brown - Hits After
Hits
**** IF YOU ARE A REGGAE MUSIC LOVER , you got
to have this , the crown PRICE OF REGGAE .

$28.95 $26.95

DVD - Kingston Signal Vol# 1 Tree The Hard Way

DVD - Kingston Signal Vol# 2 Programme Fi Kill

DVD - Kingston Signal vol # 3 Drink & Drunk various Artist

$26.95

$24.95

$24.95

DVD - Biblical Adam & Eve

DVD - Biblical Women

DVD - Early Years Of Jesus

DVD - Ark Of The Covenant

$22.95

$22.95

$22.95

$22.95

DVD - Lost Bible Treasure

DVD - Dinosaur Extinction

DVD - Egypt Pyramids

DVD - Biblical Rapture

$22.95

$22.95

$22.95

$22.95

DVD - Biblical Old Testament
Mysteries
$22.95

DVD - Root Daughter $24.95

